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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In May 1994, the  Government sf National Unity  ushered in  a  new  spirit of freedom of 
expression.  "Government in the  sunshine" was embraced by an  information-hungry 
society.  Under National Party  rule, Q culture of secrecy, disinformation, and restrictions 
on  press  freedom had infused  government  thinking.  Almost  overnight,  the  introduction  of 
constitutional  guarantees in respect of freedom of the  media and the  public's right to 
information promises a new,  open and  accountable  style of government. 
With media  restrictions  during the past 45 years,  there  was limited exposure of 
government  mismanagement and disinformation.. This changed  from April 1994, when 
government in all its  shapes and forms  was  exposed  to  the full force  of  a  free  and 
independent  media. 

Although  there  has  been  some irritation  and sensitivity by government in response to 
sometimes unfair and harsh  stories in the  media,  the GNU has  remained  true to its 
constitutional  commitment to freedom of expression,  information and a  free  media. 

Government  has  recognised  freedom of expression  as  an  entrenched  tenet of our  new 
democratic society, but it has done so within  the  context of a  society with an inheritance 
of  severe deprivation in regard to information and dialogue  with government.  It  has  also 
had to  operate  within  an  organisational  culture  and  structural  framework  insufficiently 
geared  to modern  systems of  communication and information  delivery. 

This is the  environment in which the  Task Group  conducted its work.  In doing so, it has 
sought at all times  to  act within the  framework  of  current and  related policy trends  effected 
and  envisaged by government.  At  the  same  time, it has drawn on  the  best and most 
appropriate international  practice. The objective of the  Task Group has  been  to  address 
its  terms  of  reference  and  to  produce a set of  policy  and other  proposals  designed to 
cohere  with broad government  policy,  and to do so within  a political environment in 
which all of society is committed  to  addressing  the  legacy of the  past. 



Parliament, in the civil service and in the political arena,  worked  hard to open up the 
channels of  communication  and  transparency. The  Constitution  makes provision  for 

' freedom  of  expression  and  of  the  media  and  also  for  freedom  and  occess to information 
and the only  time  this  can be circumscribed is when  the  country is at war or in a state of 
serious  internal  turmoil.  There are impressive  safeguards  within  the  Constitution to ensure 
that  these  limitations  are applied only as a last  resort.  The  Constitutional  Court  has  been 
established to protact these rights and has already demonstrated its ability to act  firmly  in 
defence  of  the  Constiktion. In addition,  there  are  important  new  instruments  which 
guarantee public accountability, such as the  Public  Protector,  the  Independent 
Broadcasting  Authority and the  planned Open Democracy  Act (ODA) which  supplement 
existing  institutions  such  as  the  auditor-general's office.. 
At the  highest  ievel, the ODA will give practical effect  to  the  provisions of the  Constitution, 
by placing fhe final "brick in the wall" of transparent  government. At the  same  time, it is 
clear  that the  issue  of  government  communication  and  information  needs to be addressed 
at more  basic  levels  to  ensure  that  key  government  information  reaches  the  people  as  a 
whole. 

2.2.2 Culture  of  Accountability  end the  Right  to  Know 

The right to know is also  an  important  past  of  the  commitment  to  the policy  of  unearthing 
the political crimes  of the v s t .  The  Act  vvhich  established  the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission VRC) has seen the birth of an extraordinary process.  The TRC has provided 
genuine  avenues  for  reconciliation  for all those  who  were  involved in the political and 
military skruggle which  occurred  in  South Africa in the  second  half  of  the 20th Century. 
At the  same  time, it has entrenched  the principle  of  knowledge  and openness  as  essential 
requirements for the  functioning  of a democratic  society,  and  fostering  a  culture  of 
accountability. 

2.2.3 Leaner Administration 

A third  policy  context i3 the government's  commitment SO a streamlined,  efficient and 
transparent  public  service. This policy is beginning  to  be  reflected in the  new  style  of 
budgetary management by he Treasury. Zerobased  budgeting  allows  for  new  criteria to 
be entered into the  budgeting process and includes  multi-year  planning,  as  opposed to 
the  incremental  budgeting  system we have at present - essentially a bargaining exercise 
in which the allocation made in the  previous  year  has  an 'inordinate  weight  in 
determining  current  allocations. The  new  model will require  departments of state  to 
comply  with  stated  obiectives,  resulting  in a performance  and  objectives-linked  allocation 
of  funding to  the  different  ministries  and  departments  of  state. 

Our review of government  communications  has,  therefore,  been  conducted  with a  view 
to  setting  management by objectives,  as well as  towards  leaner and more  efficient 
structures. This is practically expressed in the  need  carefully  to  consider  outsourcing  and 
the  creation  of  a  highly  professional  and  well-trained  corps  of  communicators. 

2.2.4 Coordination within government 

Another  important  policy  strand  relates to  the recognition  of the  interdependence  of 
government  departments and the carefully  conceived  balance  between its three  tiers. The 
policy and  practice of the  new  government  needs  to  recognise the importance of the 
communication  and  information  Function  within  every  department  of  state and within all 
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2.2.5 Affirmative  Action & Empowerment 

Another  crucial  policy  framework  relates  to  the  implementation  of  affirmative  action  for 
all groups  disadvantaged by apartheid.  In  communications, this requires  examination at 
three  levels:  the  communicator,  the  producer  of  materials and information,  and  the  public 
audience. 

Throughout  our  report, we have  taken  into  account  the  commitment  of  the GNU to the 
empowerment of  historically  disadvantaged  communities. It is  now generally  accepted 
that  such  communities in South Africa  include  blacks,  women,  disabled  persons and 

' people living in rural  areas. The principle  of empowerment  includes  affirmative  action for 
such historically  and  currently  disadvantaged  communities.7  These  principles affect a 
range of issues  from  media  diversity and control,  to training and capacity  building, the 
development  of  communication  networks, and outsourcing, 

2.2.6 Ownership & Control  of the Media 

Concentration of ownership  and  control is a matter of concern  for all governments.  In the 
case of the  media,  there is an additional concern:  lack  of  diversity  allows  for  control of 
information  and  opinion. Media diversity is  thus vital to  democracy. 

In addition to urging  that this matter  be  dealt with by recommending  that  issues of 
monopoly  be  considered as part of competition  policy and that  distribution  networks 
should  become  common  carriers, we have  approached  our  work  from  the  perspective that 
government  should  assist  the  development  of a  plurality of voices, and encourage  media 
diversity. This goal can  be  advanced  in  a  variety of ways  other  than  through  competitions 
policy per se.  Examples  include affirmative  action  strategies,  support  for  community 
media and the public  broadcaster  administered  through  an  independent  body, and more 
transparent  criteria  for  selecting  and awarding contracts, in order to promote 
empowerment. 

We have  approached the  problem of foreign  ownership of the media  from  the point of 
view  that  forcing  unbundling  into South African  hands  could  result in the  closing of tiks 
and thus a  reduction  in  media  diversity  because of the  cross-media  subsidisation and 
shared  resource  policies  adopted by the  groups.  Instead  our approach has  been to bring 
pressure on foreign  owners to expand  ownership  structures to include  more  South African 
interests. 

2.3 CURRENT CON5TRAINT5 

Throughout  our  consultation and research,  we  have  been  struck by the significant 
constraints  upon  government in the field  of  information  and  communication.  Although we 
are firmly  of the belief that,  given  government policy obiectives,  many  of  these  constraints 
will ease and  indeed  disappear in the  longer  term,  they  form  the backdrop  against  which 
we worked. 

2.3.1 Cultural  Background 

The first major  constraint is the difference in culture  between  the old administration  and 
the new. This expresses  itself  most graphically between  the  ministries  which  often  have 
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8 See Annexure 6 .  



information technology.  The  result is the  extreme  isolation  experienced by communities 
disadvantaged by remoteness,  illiteracy,  poverty and  social circumstance.  Addressing  this 
problem - literally,  bringing the  benefits of an information  society to the majority of  South 
Africans - will require  the  mobilisation of capital and skills beyond the  means of the 
government. New partnerships  with the private sector, as well as  the  necessary  legislation 
and public policy to enable phis, are  urgently  needed  to  provide  telephone  lines, 
communication  technologies  and  delivery  capacity. 

2.3.9 Communications and the  Role of government 

The final  problem  relates  to  budget  and  resources.  The  public  budget is under  severe 
pressure with  many  demands  placed  upon  it. The  development of a more  effective 
government  communication  system will have  to be financed  in part from  savings and 
reduction  of  waste  and  duplication.  Other  resources  can be obtained by more  effective 
partnerships  with  communities,  the  private  sector and better working methods  between 
levels of government. 

However, it is abundantly  clear  that many poor and rural  people - the majority - lack 
access  to information  about  national developments. This is partly  because  the 
infrastructure i s  not  available,  nor the funding  in  place,  to  produce  the  necessary  material. 
It is unlikely  that  private  sector or community  resources can  generate the  funds  needed to 
fill all these gaps. The public  broadcaster  and  the  community  media  sector will need 
support  from  the national purse if these gaps  are  to be filled  in the short to  medium  term. 
The alternative will be an information  community  which  includes  only  those  who  can 
afford it. 


